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f you’ve been around the pharma or
biotech industry for any length of time,
you understand the value of automating
processes in the lab. A simple internet
search yields numerous articles, blogs and
advertisements touting the financial, superior
data quality and even health benefits of
automation. If laboratory automation is so
important (and it is!), how do you successfully
implement it in your organization?
STEP 1: Identify the need or business case in concrete
terms. Sure, you may have the goal “reduce cycle
time”, but don’t stop there. Be as specific as possible
and identify bottlenecks or pain points in the process.
Secret of step 1: Clearly defining the business case now
provides justification for funding and makes it easy to
see if the automation satisfies this need at the end of
the project.
STEP 2: Define requirements. Really dig deep here
and take a look at inputs and outputs to the process in
addition to the process itself. Decide on the scope of
a project. As you analyze your process and realize that
you need automation at every turn, it is all too easy to
start expanding the scope to all areas of the company.
Even if company-wide implementation is necessary,
still break it down into manageable phases. Develop
a Requirements Document detailing everything that
the vendor needs to know to deliver you the solution
you need. Don’t let the success of your project hinge
on a string of emails or even phone conversations.
Secret of step 2: Automation projects don’t have to be
complicated. Integration companies such as Retisoft
have personnel who can help you write this document
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STEP 3: Select a reputable integration
company. Most integration companies can
probably “do” your project, that is deliver
you hardware and software that functions.
However, this project is the start of a
partnership. Therefore, you need to work with
someone who will help you achieve your
automation goals both now and in the future.
With multiple integration companies vying for
your business, you need a way to cut through the noise.
Here are two questions to help you do that.
Question 1: Is there a level of transparency and
honesty with this automation partner? At this point
in the process, you may have had meetings with
the potential vendor, submitted your requirements
document and worked through an estimate of the cost
of your project. Evaluate whether or not the team can
be your trusted advisors during the implementation

other instruments or delay some of the purchase for
another budget cycle. If software is too expensive,
ask the vendor if a “lite” version is available and can
meet your needs. If implementation is too expensive,
consider the option of sweat equity and build your
own instrument tables. Calculate key indicators such
as return on investment, rate of obsolescence and total
cost over life span of the system to help understand
the value. Secret of question 2: Know what you are
paying for and
ask for a project
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and guide you through defining requirements.
These trained professionals take the guesswork
out of the integration process.
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of the project. Secret of question 1: Integration team
members were often previously employed as engineers,
scientists, statisticians and even management at a
company just like yours. If they are transparent and
honest in their dealings with you, they can be a wealth
of valuable information.
Question 2: What is the value of the solution from this
automation partner? Cost is definitely a factor, especially
to the purchasing body and one that you need to
address. Depending on your organization’s policies, you
may need to get cost estimates up front and then apply
for funding of your project or you may need to get the
project approved first and then the funds will come as
needed. Avoid sticker shock by breaking down the cost
into hardware, software and implementation. This can
help you make informed decisions when it comes to
trimming costs. If hardware is too expensive, evaluate
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implementation. Lead times for instruments may
take weeks or months and this is the perfect time
to prepare for your automated system. Prepare the
physical space and ensure that all facilities are in place.
Prepare the stakeholders so that affected upstream and
downstream processes are able to minimize downtime.
Prepare a dedicated resource to be available to validate
the system and partake in training. Secret of step 4: Be
proactive in your communication. Ask for a checklist of
what is needed before the vendor arrives onsite. They’ll
thank you for it.
Whether you are new to implementing automated
systems or you’re a seasoned automation professional,
the team at Retisoft is ready to be your integration
partner. We offer turn-key and custom solutions. Visit
www.retisoft.ca to learn more.

pharmaceutical company
enabling drug discovery and now
uses that knowledge at Retisoft
to help provide customers smart
integration solutions powered by
the dynamic scheduler, Genera.
She enjoys problem-solving and
has been known to get really

excited about cutting-edge
integration projects. Jessica derives
great satisfaction in seeing what
was once just a concept brought to
life as a functioning platform for the
customer.
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“

We belong to the industry of life sciences.

We partner with research labs to support the
automation of their scientiﬁc processes to enable
better results. We focus on the development of
integral solutions, powered by Genera.”
– RETISOFT INC.
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